ATTENTION GRAVE DECORATORS
Cemetery grounds are sacredly devoted to the interment and repose of the deceased. Price
City has established rules for decorating graves which allow for family members to give tribute
to and mourn their departed loved ones. These same rules also support the City in meeting its
legal obligation of perpetual care for all grave sites in the cemetery. The commitment of
perpetual care not only includes maintaining each grave site in good order and appearance,
but also maintaining a safe environment for all who come to the cemetery. When grave
decorations are allowed to remain beyond the established time limits, or unauthorized items
such as fences, borders, or live trees/shrubs are placed around the grave lot, it prevents the
cemetery staff from fulfilling their responsibility of maintaining the cemetery grounds at a
level deserving of all who are buried there.
With the exception of special dates and holidays, decorations are to be placed only on the
headstone or its border. If items are placed on the headstone or its border, they must be
secured as to prevent them from falling onto the surrounding grass area. Any unsecured items
which fall outside of the headstone border are subject to removal by cemetery staff. The
placement of grave decorations outside of the headstone’s cement border is permitted only
during holidays, as well as during the deceased’s birthday and anniversary of death. When
decorations are placed outside of the headstone’s cement border for such occasions, they
must be removed within 7 days by family members or cemetery staff. Those unable to
retrieve such items within 7 days may contact the Cemetery Department Office for direction at
435‐636‐3191.
We are requesting that you remove all decorations placed outside the
headstones cement border within 7 days of the date of this notice.
We appreciate your cooperation in this matter, thus helping us maintain the cemetery as a
beautiful and peaceful place for the deceased, as well as for family, friends & loved ones.
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